Cellulose binding modules (CBMs) are found widely in different proteins that act on cellulose. 13
Introduction 30
Cellulose binding modules (CBMs) are proteins that are found as parts of many different enzymes 31 and other proteins that in one way or the other interact with cellulose. Their role is to bind to 32 cellulose and typically they do so by surface exposed aromatic side chains. It is well known that 33
CBMs play a crucial role in cellulose degradation and enzymatic activity (1). There are up to 40 34 different families of functionally related, but structurally different proteins that bind to 35 carbohydrates. They form an example of convergent evolution with different protein scaffolds 36 achieving a similar binding function (2). The details of these binding mechanisms differ between 37 the individual families, although they share some common elements such as aromatic-pyranose 38 ring stacking as part of the binding interface. 39
CBMs have been utilized in a large number of biotechnical applications because they provide an 40 easy way to control the binding of proteins to cellulose. Especially the ability to use recombinant 41 DNA technology to design new structurally engineered proteins with CBMs attached has led to a 42 wide range of applications. For example, the activity of enzymes can be enhanced by increasing 43 their binding to cellulose by CBMs. In one study, different types of CBMs were used to either 44 enhance or inhibit the activity of lytic polysaccharides monooxygenases (LPMO) by swapping 45 between different types of CBMs (3). The activity of hydrolases have also been increased by fusing 46 enzymes to CBMs (4). Immobilization to cellulose is also an application that has been explored. 47 5 Concentration profiles obtained in the sedimentation velocity experiments were treated using 2-118 dimensional spectrum analysis (2DSA) (23). We used 2DSA to perform primary analysis coupled 119 with simultaneous time-invariant and radial-invariant noise reduction to obtain the frictional ratio 120 (f/f0), and sedimentation coefficient (s) values. The grid parameters used were 1 to 10 for s and 1 121 to 4 for f/f0 with 64 grid points in each direction. The choice of parameters was based on time-122 derivate analysis, and was selected to cover the distribution of parameters for all species in 123 solution. The 2DSA was done in three steps. First, the time-invariant noise was removed after 124 which the meniscus was fitted. The meniscus fit range was 0.03 cm around the previously chosen 125 position. In the meniscus fitting procedure, 10 positions were chosen and corresponding root mean 126 square deviation (RMSD) values were approximated by second order polynomial to determine the 127 position with lowest RMSD. The position with lowest RMSD was used for further analysis. The 128 third step was an iterative 2DSA refinement consisting of repetitions with improved meniscus 129 position and fitting of the noise profile. The number of iterations was 10, which was sufficient for 130 convergence of the fit. The parameters of the grid were the same in all steps. 131
The 2DSA results and noise reduction profile obtained by the analysis described above were used 132 for further analysis. A genetic algorithm (GA) and a genetic algorithm Monte Carlo (GAMC) (24) 133 optimization were used to extract the main populations of frictional ratio and sedimentation 134 coefficient combinations present in the data. The existence of a reversible self-association was 135 demonstrated using a van Holde-Weischet (vHW) (25) analysis. The dissociation constant (KD) 136 was determined by a discrete model genetic algorithm (DMGA). The specific parameters used in 137 GA, GAMC, vHW and DMGA are provided in the supplemental information. Hydrodynamic 138 parameters of monomer and dimer were estimated using the UltraScan Solution Modeler (US-139 SOMO) (26). Calculations were performed using the ZENO hydrodynamic computation algorithm 140 (27-29) and the van der Waals overlap bead model (30). 141 12.5 nm was used (Fig 1) . 149
The initial crystal structure of the single CBMCipA simulations was the Protein Data Bank structure 150 1NBC. The file was modified to leave only the protein itself. The amino acid sequence differs 151 from the sequence of the real protein by a missing polyHis-tag and two amino acids in the 152 beginning and the end of the sequence. The initial structure for the two-molecule system was 153 obtained using the final frame of the single CBM simulation, cutting the protein together with a 154 1 nm water shell. The initial arrangement of the two molecules relative to each other was chosen 155 based on the location of the β-sheets and the geometric shape. After this, the proteins were solvated 156 with explicit water molecules. Neutralization of the net charge in the system was performed by 157 replacement of water molecules by Na + ions: 4 ions were added in the two-molecule case. Both 158 systems were energy minimized. After initial equilibration, the simulations were performed in the 159 NPT (isothermal-isobaric) ensemble. The temperature and pressure control were carried out by the 160 V-rescale thermostat (36) with a time constant of 0.1 ps and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat (37) 161 with a time constant of 2 ps. The temperature and pressure reference levels were set at 300 K and 162 1 bar. Visualization was done with the VMD software (v. 1.9.4a9) (38). The main simulation was 163 conducted for 160 ns for the single CBMCipA and for 450 ns for the two-molecule system. In the 164 two-molecule simulation, the first 150 ns were disregarded in the analysis. 165 
Results and Discussion 176
Sedimentation velocity experiments were conducted to investigate the possible oligomerization of 177
CBMCipA molecules. A set of solutions of CBMCipA at different concentration were studied to 178 follow changes in composition. After initial data treatment and noise reduction by 2DSA, GA was 179
used further data refinement. An example of a sedimentation profile and fitted data by the GA at 180 0.7 g/L concentration is shown in Fig 2a. The GA analysis revealed two clearly identifiable peaks 181 at 2.15 Sv and 2.7 Sv (Fig 2b, Table 1 ). These peaks correspond to molecular weights of 18 and 182 8 as a monomer which is 18469 Da. The peak at 2.7 Sv corresponds very closely to the mass of 184
CBMCipA as a dimer which is 36 938 Da. In addition, there was low intensity signal at 3.5 Sv that 185 could represent minor amounts of higher oligomerization states but which is more likely to be an 186 artefact due to random noise or sample impurities, as it did not show a concentration dependency. 187
We conclude that the data show the presence of monomer-dimer system in which monomeric state 188 prevails and is in good agreement of experimental and fitted data, and having a low overall level 189 of noise. We conducted a GAMC analysis to evaluate the quality of data treatment and to perform 197 confidence analysis by statistical methods. The pseudo 3Ds distribution connects sedimentation 198 coefficients (s), frictional ratios (f/f0), and partial concentrations of the solution. The peak at 3.5Sv 199 had a very low intensity and was not been taken for further analysis. No significant changes were 200 observed in the pseudo 3D distribution after 64 Monte Carlo iterations (Fig 3) . The analysis 201
showed excellent stability and it allows us to conclude that both peaks were determined in correct 202 way and definitely represent the solution composition. The f/f0 of the monomer was equal to 1.2 indicating that the monomer has compact globular 214 structure as expected based on crystal structure. The dimer also showed expected values: a higher 215 s value of 2.8 Sv, D = 6×10 -7 cm 2 /s and a f/f0 of 1.6, representing a more anisotropic form. The 216 partial concentrations of the two components showed a change with the total concentration, 217
indicating the presence of dynamic interactions. In other words, the CBMCipA behaved as 218 reversible system. This is still further evidence that the peak at 2.7 Sv represents a dimeric form. 219 We used the vHW analysis as an alternative way to the GAMC analysis to investigate the 229 occurrence of reversible oligomerization. The vHW method is based on a graphical transformation 230 of the sedimentation velocity experimental data and allows obtaining a sedimentation coefficient 231 distribution that is independent of diffusion. By the vHW method, one can identify boundary 232 spreading due to diffusion and heterogeneity in the sedimentation coefficient as well as 233 differentiation between non-interacting and self-associating species. If the kinetics are slow 234 compared to the time of the experiment, the interacting components will be separated by the 235 centrifugal force and the boundary of concentration profile will be separated. However, in the caseof relatively fast kinetics the components will have time to re-equilibrate and a single boundary is 237 observed. Changing the sample concentration will change the ratio between species causing 238 changes in the boundary shape. This change represents a shift toward higher sedimentation 239 coefficient and higher partial concentration of oligomers and can be seen in the vHW integral 240 distribution. Such a shift in the vHW distribution at different concentrations was observed for 241 CBMCipA (Fig 4) . The presence of the shift clearly indicates reversible self-association (21). Using 242 DMGA we calculated the dissociation constant (KD) values for this reversible self-association 243 (Table 2) . 244 245
Fig. 4. A van Holde-Weischet integral distribution plot for four different loading concentrations: 246

g/L -blue triangles, 0.5 g/L -red circles, 0.6 g/L -violet diamonds and 0.7 g/L -green 247
squares. A clear shift of the curves towards higher Sv values correspond to a reversible self-248
association of the components. The second system allowed us to study the process of CBM dimerization. Initially, the CBMs were 269 apart in the simulation box (Fig 1) but a stable dimer form was observed after 150 ns of MD 270 simulations and the dimer form stayed the same until the end of simulation, i.e. next 300 ns (Fig  271   5 ). The CBMCipA dimer diffusion coefficient was determined to be 6.2×10 A residue contact map (RCM) (Fig 6) was calculated from the two CBM simulation trajectory to 288 understand which residues are involved in the dimer formation in the simulated system. The RCM 289
shows the mean distance between the CBM residues, that is, each point on the map shows the 290 distance between two residues, as specified by the residue index. We plotted the two CBM We also used SOMO to estimate the results of the sedimentation velocity experiments. The 311 SOMO-estimations were based on the crystal structure for the monomer and the moleculardynamic simulations for the dimer. Table 3 shows that experimental and predicted values are in 313 good agreement for the monomer but were slightly off for the dimer. Both sets of SOMO data 314 show overestimation of s and D and underestimation of the f/f0. The slight difference between 315 experimental and SOMO results could be explained by the absence of a poly-His tag and a few 316 other amino acids in the crystal structure. In the case of the dimer, an inexact partial specific 317 volume ( ̅ ) could also contribute. 318 319 
Conclusions 325
We showed that the CBMCipA form dimers with a weak KD of approximately 87 µM. The 326 interaction can be classified as weak, on the edge of ultra-weak, as typically interactions that have 327 a KD over 100 µM are classified as ultra-weak (20). The KD corresponds to a half of the CBMCipA 328 molecules being as dimers at a concentration of 1.6 g/L. As the KD for the binding of CBMCipA is 329 at around 0.6 µM (13-15), which is around two orders of magnitude lower we conclude that itsuses of the CBM such as using then as part of molecular adhesives, much higher concentrations 332 were used reaching over 2 mM (11, 17) . At these concentrations the majority of protein molecules 333 are in the dimer form, unless the KD is affected when the CBMCipA is part of a fusion protein. 334
Modelling indicated a possible mechanism of interaction between CBM molecules, and the 335 modelled structures showed calculated properties such as diffusion and frictional ratio that had 336 good agreement with the experimentally determined ones. In general AUC is suitable for studying 337 weak and ultraweak interactions, and several examples are found. Approaches include both 338 sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium setups and use of different software-339 packages for analysis (39) (40) (41) (42) 
